
Global Service- and  Trainingsportal

Global service and Training Portal  
for all service-oriented Industries

The range of technologies and new 
features such as electronic sensors, 
on-board computers, entertain-
ment systems, LEDs, LASER lighting 
systems are growing at high speed. 
Keeping up with all the innovations 
and the impact of product launches 
is a major challenge for the service: 

With the launch of the product, the 
service must be able to use spe-
cific information – be it in group, 
wholesale or retail. The exponential 
growth of technology also reinforces 

Starting position for the example of the automotive industry

the demand for optimization of fur-
ther training processes for technical 
trainers, sales trainers, support, ser-
vice consultants, mechanics or sales-
people. 

In the service area, however, differ-
ent programs are often used for dif-
ferent user groups or markets. What 
is missing is a common portal in 
which users can find the precise in-
formation in the right language on 
their respective device according to 
their roles and rights. 

It is not enough to prepare the ser-
vice manual as a document in differ-
ent languages digitally. Users must 
have a combination of intelligent 
search engine functions, meaningful 
metadata and information-related 
facet filters at their disposal for rapid 
information research.

Target implementation

■■ Creating a system that provides up-to-date, 
relevant information quickly across all internal 
sources and available on any device 

■■ Quick delivery of information in markets and 
required languages  

■■ Improvement of the internal knowledge transfer 
– reduction of time to search for service infor-
mation 

■■ Synergies, process optimization – reduction of 
knowledge transfer costs through better and 
self-service functions

The exponential growth of the technology reinforces the demand for the optimization of further training processes for technical trainers,  
sales trainers, support, service consultants, mechanics or salespeople.

Serviceidea
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Project implementation

Audi Knowledge Tank 
This Global Service Training Portal from Audi imple-
mented Noxum GmbH with its Content delivery solu-
tion in Microsoft Azure. The service thrives on highly 
qualified employees and quickly available information. 
Especially in the automotive sector, whose brands are 
highly measured by the quality of service, the qualifi-
cation process of service employees, sales specialists 
and technicians must be particularly efficient: Audi  
Service Training takes place after a firm set training  
concept: This includes

■■ Training on the vehicle on site and worldwide

■■ Audi Service TV 

■■ Web Based Training or E-Learning 

■■ Training Modules 

■■ Self-Study Programs 

■■ Certification 

■■ Augmented & Virtual Training

Results and Success

The data and information from these different sources 
of information are collected in the Audi Knowledge 
Tank and provided in different formats over several 
phases of the project (Web, PDF, PPT, WBT). Technicians 
and service personnel at the Audi service partners can 
search for relevant content for the respective vehicle 
type worldwide via contemporary full-text search and 
narrow it down with facet filters.

From this, each user can assemble their individual doc-
umentation online or offline and collaborate with col-
leagues. Content delivery uses a hybrid web-mobile 
Concept for scalable delivery of information modules 
with Microsoft Azure, which is designed to constantly 
expand future specialist and technical requirements. 
The data is maintained in a central and media neutral 
manner in XML in Noxum’s content management and 
PIM system. In addition to the multiple use of the con-
tent, the well-maintained knowledge of dependencies 
enables the intelligent linking of related information 
modules i.e. for example, videos, WBTs, self-study pro-
grams with training modules, qualification paths, as-
semblies and vehicle models. The portal is in a rollout, 
where it is already rolled out it is in use for Integrated 
Digital Training in the training concept of the technical 
training system of AUDI AG: Both for training on the ve-
hicle during importertraining and for self-study as part 
of train the trainer concepts.

Best Practice - Solution
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Content Delivery Solutions and Cloud Computing with Microsoft Azure 

20 Years of Experience in Content Management, Extranet, Intranet and Mobile 
Apps are inscribed in Noxum’s content delivery technology.  Noxum standard 
software and state-of-the-art web technology can be used to implement dy-
namic portals and content platforms. Noxum has expertise in online systems 
and the delivery of multi-media data as well as Cloud computing in Microsoft 
Azure from large-scale projects with Porsche and the Stiftung Warentest as well 
as other reference customers.

Screenshot Audi Knowledge Tank


